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Abstract12

Accurate ground-motion prediction requires detailed site effect assessment, but in13

urban areas where such assessments are most important, geotechnical surveys14

are difficult to perform, limiting their availability. Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS)15

offers an appealing alternative by repurposing existing fiber-optic cables, normally16

employed for telecommunication, as an array of seismic sensors. We present a17

proof-of-concept demonstration by using DAS to produce high-resolution maps of18

the shallow subsurface with the Stanford DAS array, California. We describe new19

methods to assess H/V spectral ratio – a technique widely used to estimate the20

natural frequency of the soil – and to extract Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves from21

ambient seismic field. These measurements are jointly inverted to provide models22

of shallow seismic velocities and sediment thicknesses above bedrock in central23

campus. The good agreement with an independent survey validates the methodol-24

ogy and demonstrates the power of DAS for microzonation.25

Introduction26

Rapid population growth has increased the concentration of people, buildings,27

and infrastructure in urban areas. Many of these urban centers are developed atop28

sedimentary basins in earthquake-prone regions, which increases their vulnerabil-29

ity to earthquakes due to the presence of soft sediments that amplify and extend30

earthquake shaking. Soil conditions are known to have a significant influence on31

ground motion and damage in earthquakes, as has been well documented in the32

1985 Michoacán, Mexico and 1995 Kobe, Japan earthquakes, among many others.33

As a result, seismic building codes [1] include a soil classification to capture the ef-34

fects of shallow site response (i.e., resonance frequency) and shear wave velocity35

(i.e., VS30) on ground motion.36

One of the most widely used techniques to estimate seismic site response37

involves analyzing the Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR) [2] of ambient38

seismic field recordings. The justification for this method is that larger amplitude39

shear waves are principally responsible for the ground motion at a site and most40

of their energy is recorded as horizontal motion. Thus, peaks in the spectral ratio41

represent frequencies that experience local shear-wave amplification. The diffuse42

wavefield approach [3] provides a theoretical framework for modeling H/V spectral43

ratio observations and a means to use them to estimate reliable shallow Vs models44

[e.g., 4, 5], which are essential for ground motion prediction [e.g., 6]. Because it is45
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straightforward to perform, HVSR has become a cornerstone of seismic microzona-46

tion [e.g. 7–9].47

Even though a typical H/V measurement requires only a few tens of minutes48

of ambient seismic field recording using a tri-axial seismometer, the potential res-49

olution of H/V microzonation at the scale of a city is limited by the distribution of50

available measurements due to two main factors: 1) the money/time available for51

field campaign and 2) the complex physical, geographical, and legal logistics inher-52

ent to urban settings. Both of these limitations have prevented urban microzonation53

with H/V spectral ratio from reaching its full potential.54

In this paper we present an alternative approach that can overcome these55

limitations through Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) using underground fiber-56

optic cable repurposed as a seismometer array with a measurement density on the57

order of meters. DAS systems rely on coherent optical time-domain reflectometry58

to measure the amplitude and phase of vibrations along a fiber [10]. DAS is used59

in the oil and gas industry for vertical seismic profiling [11], microseismic moni-60

toring [12], and time-lapse seismic surveys [13]. Its recent applications to passive61

earthquake seismology have demonstrated the consistency between earthquake62

waveforms recorded by DAS and by conventional seismometers [e.g., 14–17]. DAS63

response has been shown to be broadband, even when using existing telecommu-64

nication infrastructure not deployed for seismic monitoring [e.g., 14, 18, 19]. Finally,65

Yu et al. [19] showed it was possible to compute receiver functions by deconvolv-66

ing vertical-component velocity seismograms from DAS strain recordings.67

We demonstrate that H/V spectral ratio measurements can be performed with68

DAS and that it provides reliable geotechnical information in an urban environment69

with a density that would be difficult to obtain through a standard microzonation70

campaign. In addition, we extract Rayleigh wave phase dispersion curves from71

these measurements using ambient-field interferometry, and jointly invert these two72

observables to infer simple but reliable velocity models of the shallow subsurface73

with resolution at depth that should be superior to conventional geotechnical sur-74

veys. Our approach can be used to extract almost continuous Vs profiles along a75

fiber cable network and could eventually be repeated through time at little addi-76

tional cost. We illustrate our method using the Stanford DAS array (Fig. 1), which77

consists of a fiber cable laying in an air-filled PVC conduit (no clamping or cement-78

ing) [20]. Our results suggest that if a standard velocimeter (i.e, seismometer) is79

close to a DAS array, similar analysis could be performed on many existing fiber-80

optic networks around the world.81
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Fig. 1. Map of the Stanford DAS array. Map of the Stanford University campus (West
central campus, overlaid on map from Open Street Map) and the fiber-optic array. Each
black dot represents the center of a channel along the fiber where a strain measurement
is performed. They are spaced at approximately 8 m intervals and numbered from 0 to
300. The multiples of 50 are highlighted with a red dot. Only the 300 (out of 620) first
channels are shown as the cable loops twice around its track for overlapping measure-
ments. In this study, we focus on channels 55 to 95 that are located along the Via Ortega
Drive and highlighted by thicker black dots. The orange dot depicts the intersection be-
tween Via Ortega Drive and Via Pueblo where channels 85 and 185 are orthogonal but
co-located. The three inverted triangles depict the velocimeters (i.e., broadband seis-
mometers after removing their instrumental response) used in this study.

Results82

The H/V spectral ratio with DAS83

Based on an extensive theoretical and experimental work, we interpret the

H/V spectral ratio as the ratio of the Green’s functions, computed through auto-

correlation of ambient seismic field [3, 21, 22]. The horizontal energies are com-

puted using the velocity-converted DAS measurement (vDAS
hori.

; Material and Meth-
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ods) and the vertical energies come from a nearby velocimeter (vvel.vert .):

H
V
(x, ω) =

√√√
2〈

��vDAS
hori.
(x, ω)

��2〉
〈
��vvel.vert .(x, ω)

��2〉 ; (1)

Computing the H/V spectral ratio with DAS (eq. 1) relies on two major assump-84

tions: (i) that a single horizontal component yields a reliable spectral ratio and (ii)85

that we can use only one vertical component for a spatially extended distribution of86

horizontal components. The reliability of these assumptions is analyzed in the next87

two sections through a series of examples in which we compare the Green’s func-88

tions and their ratios. We refer to the ratios computed with a tri-axial velocimeter89

[3] as V-HVSR and to ratios computed by combining DAS and velocimeter mea-90

surements as D-HVSR.91

A Single Horizontal Component92

Fig. 2A shows the displacement Green’s function for the 3 components of93

velocimeter AC07 and Fig. 2B for the two orthogonal DAS channels (85 and 185)94

located at the crossing of the cable along Via Ortega (Fig. 1). The two horizontal95

components of the velocimeter share similar characteristics with the two orthogo-96

nal components of DAS, which supports assumption (i); however, the DAS mea-97

surements (Fig. 2B) undergo fewer spectral oscillations after the main frequency98

peak around 1 Hz. Perton et al. [21] and Piña-Flores et al. [23] showed that these99

small oscillations are related to the body wave contributions in the Green’s func-100

tion, while the main peak is related to the Rayleigh contribution. This is because101

the velocity-converted DAS Green’s function contains a lower proportion of body102

waves than the Green’s function computed with the velocimeter (Materials and103

Methods). We also observe that channel 185 presents a series of high amplitude104

spikes, which makes it less suitable for our analysis as it results in a distorted D-105

HVSR (Fig. 3A). These spikes could be attributable to different coupling of the ca-106

ble at this channel or to transient recording problems.107
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Fig. 2. Single component Green’s functions for DAS and velocimeter. (A) Im(Gii)
computed from the tri-axial AC07 velocimeter and; (B) computed for the two orthogonal
channels 85 and 185.

Ratio of the Green’s functions108

Fig. 3A compares three different spectral ratios: 1) V-HVSR at station AC07;109

2) D-HVSR computed with channel 185 over the vertical component of station110

AC07 and; 3) D-HVSR computed with channel 85 over the vertical component of111

station AC07. We observe that the overall shape and amplitude of the spectral ra-112

tios are very similar. Because the horizontal displacement Green’s functions (Fig.113

2B) look alike and the vertical displacement Green’s function (Fig. 2A) used for114

deconvolution is the same, removing the spikes in channel 185 (e.g., with a notch115

filter) should lead to a very similar D-HVSR curve. The D-HVSR curves peak at116

slightly higher frequency (∼1.2 Hz) than the V-HVSR (∼1.0 Hz). Such a difference117

is reasonable since along Via Ortega the D-HVSR frequency peaks vary by up118

to 0.33 Hz (Fig. 3C). The V-HVSR presents a slightly broader peak than the D-119

HVSR. Because the velocimeter and DAS measurements are not co-located, it is120

difficult to conclude whether these subtle changes in shape are related to intrinsic121

properties of the underlying structure or whether it comes from the measurement.122

The good overall agreement of the measurements, however, supports our anal-123

ysis and the assumptions behind it. The comparable level of instrumental noise124

over 0.1 Hz (Fig. S1) further suggests the measurement is of similar quality. Note125
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that the velocimeters are all located in the basements of buildings about 6 m be-126

low grade, but on top of thick building foundations, while DAS cable is laying typi-127

cally 1 m below the surface in a PVC conduit. The thick foundation and the much128

better coupling of the velocimeter with the ground are likely to provide better low129

frequency retrieval of the horizontal components that might cause the small dis-130

crepancy between measurements, although it is also true that observations within131

buildings are susceptible to cultural noise.132

In Fig. 3B, we show three different D-HVSR for channel 85, computed with133

the vertical component of the three different velocimeters present on campus along134

with the V-HVSR for station AC07. We observe that only the amplitude and not the135

shape of the D-HVSR curve is affected by the deconvolution of the vertical compo-136

nent. As expected for such a small scale experiment, the local site conditions are137

weakly sensitive to the vertical component motion such that it has only a minor ef-138

fect on the shape of the D-HVSR. In the next analysis, we compute the D-HVSR139

using the vertical component of velocimeter AC07 because it is closest to the Via140

Ortega sub-array.141

We observe small oscillations on both the D-HVSR and V-HVSR around 2.5142

Hz in figures 3A,B. These oscillations in D-HVSR, suggest that the deconvolution143

with the vertical component of the velocimeter carries the signature of the body144

waves. While surface waves propagate in 2-D space and are generally not strongly145

scattered by lateral heterogeneity, body waves propagate in 3-D space and are re-146

flected by the free surface and also by strong impedance contrasts at depth. As147

shown theoretically by Perton et al. [21] for a half space, the waves travelling ver-148

tically up and down interfere and result in spectral oscillation periods in the energy149

density components (E1, E2 and E3 in eq. 5 of the Materials and Methods). They150

showed that the amplitude of these oscillations in the H/V spectral ratio tends to151

decay with higher frequencies and that the H =
√

E1 + E2 is sensitive to the shear152

wave velocity while V =
√

E3 is mainly sensitive to the compressional wave veloc-153

ity. We clearly observe such a pattern in our measurements, suggesting that the154

k/ω transformation from strain to particle velocity (Materials and Methods) does155

not dramatically affect the final shape of the D-HVSR measurements. This is be-156

cause an important component of the body waves are still present in the vertical157

component of the velocimeter used for deconvolution of the horizontal DAS compo-158

nent.159

Fig. 3C shows all the D-HVSR computed at each channel along Via Ortega160

along with the V-HVSR for the three velocimeters (colored lines). As highlighted by161

Ajo-Franklin et al. [17], the local conditions of the fiber can sometimes compromise162
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continuous measurement along the fiber. Fig. 3C shows that except for two chan-163

nels (82 and 97), all sensors are able to recover the main frequency peak along164

Via Ortega with some variation. The main frequency peaks are highlighted by a165

red dot and vary from 1.12 to 1.45 Hz. It appears that the fundamental frequency166

of resonance varies smoothly over central campus suggesting a likely homoge-167

neous geological structure (at this scale) under the DAS array. For station AC07168

and AC06, the main peak is at about 1Hz while AC08 shows a flat V-HVSR curve,169

suggesting a lower velocity contrast at depth for this location and for the analyzed170

frequency range.171

The good agreement between V-HVSR and D-HVSR validates the methodol-172

ogy and the processing, and provides constraints on potential resonance frequen-173

cies at sites across campus.174

Fig. 3. Comparison between DAS and velocimeter H/V spectral ratios. (A) D-HVSR
computed with channel 85 and 185 and V-HVSR for station AC07. (B) Comparison be-
tween the V-HVSR at station AC07 and the D-HVSR at channel 85 computed with the
vertical component of the three different velocimeters on campus. (C) All the D-HVSR
computed along Via Ortega (black) along with the three V-HVSR (color). The frequency of
the main D-HVSR peaks are highlighted by a red dot.
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Dispersion curves175

We calculate Rayleigh-wave phase dispersion images from the monthly virtual-176

source response estimates (Materials and Methods) via tau-p transforms followed177

by a Fourier transform in tau. These dispersion images (Fig. 4A) tell us how much178

energy is traveling at each velocity for a given frequency. For example, at 5 Hz the179

velocity at channel 85 is 440 m/s, and based on sensitivity analysis such a wave180

should be sensitive to features in the top ∼70 m [24]. These measurements are re-181

peated for each monthly virtual-source response estimate and based on their vari-182

ability with time we discard unstable frequencies from further analysis. This vari-183

ability can be seen when plotting the distribution of picks from monthly dispersion184

images of multiple virtual source gathers (Fig. 4B). We observe very stable results185

from ∼1.5 Hz up to 8-10 Hz, depending on the virtual source. Because of the lim-186

ited aperture of the array, dispersion images are unreliable below 1.5-2 Hz.187

We computed stable dispersion curves every five channels from channel 55188

to 95. Only nine dispersion curves are computed in order to provide sufficient ar-189

ray size for dispersion analysis while still allowing for some degree of lateral vari-190

ation. Each extracted dispersion curve is shown in Fig 4C and compared with a191

synthetic dispersion curve from an independent velocity model obtained by an in-192

dependent spectral analysis of surface waves [25] (Fig. S2). The misfit between193

synthetic and observed velocities is about 50 to 100 m/s. This variation is reason-194

able given that throughout the Via Ortega fiber, dispersion curves vary by up to195

100 m/s. Furthermore, in other parts of campus, Vs profiles in the top 100 meters196

computed by Thomas et al. [25] vary by up to 150 m/s from their local average.197

Geotechnical velocity models198

We jointly invert the D-HVSR and their co-located dispersion curves to pro-199

vide shallow velocity models along Via Ortega. An example of the inversion results200

is shown in Fig. S3 for channel 85. Overall, the agreement for both D-HVSR and201

the dispersion curve is very good, although below 3 Hz the agreement of the dis-202

persion curve is slightly worse, indicating some uncertainties with the velocity of203

the deeper structure. The starting shear wave velocity model obtained by spec-204

tral analysis of surface waves is shown in magenta in Fig. S3C. Only two layers205

over a half space were sufficient to fit the observed data. Although simpler, the206

shallow part of our velocity model agrees well with the initial velocity model. The207

main frequency peak around 1.2 Hz is well explained with a strong impedance208

contrast at about 115 m depth. Because the sensitivity of the dispersion curve at209
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Fig. 4. Dispersion curve analysis. (A) Rayleigh-wave dispersion image for monthly
cross-correlations from the channels inline with virtual sources at channel 85. Yellow de-
notes more energy traveling at a particular frequency and velocity. Dark areas have less
energy. The fundamental mode Rayleigh wave is particularly clear. Dots mark local peak
velocities. (B) Distribution of each pick’s variability versus frequency and velocity. The size
of the vertical error bars reflects the variability of the measurement at each frequency. (C)
Selected dispersion curves along Via Ortega. The color code refers to their position along
Via Ortega. The warmer the color, the farther north along the array is the observed dis-
persion curve. For comparison, synthetic dispersion curve computed for a velocity model
in central campus and shown in Fig. S2 is also shown here in red.

such depth is weak, but non-zero, the absolute velocity of the half space is not well210

constrained by our observation.211
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Fig. 5 shows all the velocity models computed along Via Ortega. The upper212

panel of Fig. 5 also shows an estimate of the VS30 for each site. These values are213

directly calculated from the joint inversion results. VS30 is a widely used indicator of214

seismic site conditions and can be easily obtained from our joint inversion method.215

Fig. 5. Joint inversion results and ground truth comparison. The black dashed lines
correspond to lithological horizons as described in Thomas et al. [25]. The upper panel
shows the VS30 estimates extracted from the joint inversion results.

216

Discussion217

Validation with local geology218

While the values and the lateral variations of the VS30 are useful information219

for geotechnical engineering, the depth of the basement is also important to char-220

acterize the site effect. To validate the reliability of our results, we compare them221

to local estimates made as part of an independent geotechnical study on campus222

[25] and interpret them in terms of the local lithology.223

The campus is covered by stiff late Pleistocene alluvial deposits (silty and224

sandy clay and dense gravelly silty sand) which vary in thickness from few meters225

at the southwest end of the campus to about 40 m at the northeast end [25]. As-226

suming it increases linearly between these extremes, the thickness of these de-227
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posits should be 20-25 m under central campus, which is consistent with our ob-228

servations.229

These alluvia are underlain by the Santa Clara formation (very stiff to hard230

clays) to a depth of about 130 m [26, 27]. This formation is well represented by our231

velocity model although it has a slightly lower thickness. The absolute velocity of232

this formation (VS ∼500 m/s) matches well the results obtained by Thomas et al.233

[25] for central campus (Fig. S3C). In some places the Santa Clara formation is234

crosscut by the Merced Formation, which mainly consists of poorly consolidated235

sandstone and claystone. Our models suggests that this formation is either not236

present, or has no clear seismic expression, under Via Ortega.237

More controversy exists about the depth of the Franciscan group, which con-238

stitutes the local basement. Based on the bedrock contour map [28] this crys-239

talline rock is expected to be approximately ∼330 m below the surface; however240

the geotechnical survey suggested it could lie at a much shallower depth (∼30 to241

90 m) - at least in the west campus area where a lithological layer with VS veloc-242

ity ranging from to 820 to 997 m/s was imaged [25]. Because of the survey de-243

sign, only one velocity model (of 16) obtained from active source surveys reaches244

a depth of 100 m. Our velocity models display a strong velocity contrast at about245

115 m depth. The velocities of the half space obtained from joint inversion of dis-246

persion curve and D-HVSR agree with velocities of the Franciscan group observed247

on west campus by Thomas et al. [25]. Knowing the depth of the Franciscan group248

may significantly reduce uncertainty for site response analysis in central campus.249

These results suggest that our method allows us to obtain shallow velocity model250

with a reliability equal or superior to a traditional, dedicated geotechnical survey251

performed in an urban area.252

Relevance to ground motion prediction253

For earthquake hazard analysis, engineers are required to estimate the shear254

wave velocity in the upper 30 m of the subsurface. Knowledge of resonance fre-255

quencies is also important because they are the frequencies at which soft sedi-256

ments are expected to amplify ground motion during a seismic event. Finally, the257

depth to bedrock/basement is also an important parameter for ground motion pre-258

diction simulations as seismic waves can be trapped by strong impedance con-259

trasts. All this information in earthquake-threatened cities is generally sparse or260

nonexistent as it requires expensive and invasive seismic field campaigns. For261

this reason disaster risk assessment agencies often consider generic models of262

ground shaking intensity calibrated from observations of past earthquakes world-263
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wide. Here, we demonstrate that existing fiber-optic cable network, otherwise used264

for communications, can also be used to transform the resolution of microzonation265

studies in highly populated areas, and that it could do so in a cost-effective way.266

Compared to previous studies that have discussed the potential of DAS for267

shallow sub-surface characterization using dispersion curves, our results demon-268

strated the feasibility of computing H/V spectral ratio measurements from DAS269

recordings. H/V spectral ratio is an essential component of microzonation studies270

as it provides both the resonance frequency of a site and after inversion, a veloc-271

ity model of the subsurface. In this contribution, we inverted dispersion curves and272

D-HVSR to resolve shallow shear velocities and the depth of the bedrock that con-273

ventional geotechnical survey failed to imaged.274

By providing a local velocity model every 40 m, we offer a description of the275

shallow geotechnical layer and resonances at the scale of individual buildings. In-276

creasing this lateral resolution appears to be possible and would open the pathway277

to analyze new models of ground motion variability. Considering a longer fiber ca-278

ble offers the possibility of analyzing the variability of site-specific ground motion279

along distributed infrastructure related to energy, water, or transportation over long280

distances.281

Conclusions and future implications282

This study demonstrates the feasibility of H/V spectral ratio using a DAS-283

recorded ambient seismic field alongside a single velocimeter recording, and il-284

lustrates the efficacy of such measurements for near-surface imaging in highly285

populated urban environments. As a low-cost dense array, DAS could be a pow-286

erful system to assess site effects and the basement depth in other earthquake-287

threatened areas around the world, including mega-cities such as Mexico City,288

Tehran, Tokyo, or Djakarta that face extreme earthquake risk.289

Materials and Methods290

The Stanford DAS array291

DAS uses a standard fiber-optic cable as both an axial strain sensor and a292

means of transmitting its own data to a storage unit. An interrogator probes the293

cable via a laser pulse and an interferometer measures the amount of light back-294

scattered from the heterogeneities (or scatterers) naturally created during the fiber295

manufacturing process. Such measurement is performed by counting photons296

within a gauge length and the resulting phase shift is quasi-linearly proportional297
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to the total axial strain change (caused by either axial dilation or compression)298

along this section of the fiber [10]. DAS has a lower signal to noise ratio and a299

more limited angular sensitivity than standard seismometers; however, this draw-300

back is largely compensated by the benefits of having an ultra-dense series of per-301

manently installed and highly resistant seismic sensors communicating over large302

distances and running on a single power source [29].303

The Stanford DAS array was created using a fiber cable loosely deployed in304

an air-filled PVC conduit (∼12 cm wide) managed by Stanford IT Services (Fig. 1).305

The coupling between the cable and the surrounding rock relies therefore exclu-306

sively on gravity and friction. The Stanford DAS array recorded and stored contin-307

uous data from 620 independent seismic channels at a frequency of 50 samples308

per second with 7.14m gauge length and 8.16 m channel spacing. Through this309

experiment Martin et al. [20] showed that DAS technology can be used to record310

seismic data directly from a free-floating cable in a horizontal PVC conduit. Fur-311

thermore, by analyzing adjacent earthquakes on nearby faults, Biondi et al. [14]312

demonstrated that signals recorded using this cable provide repeatable and reliable313

ground motion measurements. More details about the array design, geometry and314

setup can be found in Biondi et al. [14] or Martin et al. [30].315

Two different interrogator units were installed at Stanford: OptaSense ODH-316

3 and ODH-4. ODH-3 started recording signals in early September 2016 and was317

used to compute year-long dispersion curves. ODH-4 only recorded a few days of318

seismic data between 2017-10-05 and 2017-10-13. This data was acquired along319

with ODH-3 and three broadband velocimeters temporarily installed near the ar-320

ray [31]. As ODH-4 recordings show a higher data quality (Fig. S1), it was used to321

compute D-HVSR.322

From strainmeter to virtual velocimeter323

The strain component measured at a channel is the spatial derivative of the324

displacement along the cable denoted locally as the direction ex : εxx = ux,x . Using325

a plane wave decomposition u(x, t) = Ueı(kx−ωt), we can express the strain compo-326

nent as εxx = −ıkxux ; where k, ω, ı and x are the wave number vector, the angular327

frequency, the imaginary number, and the position, respectively. Since the particle328

velocity is the time derivative of the displacement (vx = Ûux =
dux

dt = −ıωux), we ob-329

tain the relationship linking strain to particle velocity as: εxx = −ıkxux =
kx
ω Ûux ; and330

as the modes propagate along the surface in the direction ex with a phase velocity331
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given by c = ω
kx (ω)

, previous studies [e.g., 16, 19] used:332

εxx =
1
c
vx (2)

to compare DAS strain to velocimeter records.333

In eq. 2, kx depends on ω according to the different modes, and depends on334

both the subsurface velocity structure and the wavefront’s angle of incidence. As335

the fundamental Rayleigh wave mode always has the highest kx for any frequency336

(ignoring Love waves), it is strongly amplified by the DAS measurement. The lat-337

ter is illustrated by the theoretical ω − kx diagrams for both strain and velocity (Fig.338

S4) in which we observe that the first Rayleigh mode dominates the strain spec-339

trum. Fig. S4 is obtained using a VS velocity model for central campus (Fig. S2)340

previously produced by an independent study based on spectral analysis of sur-341

face waves [25]. The calculation was performed using the Discrete Wave Number342

method [32]. The bright colors in the figure correspond to higher amplitudes.343

The phase velocity c modulates the seismogram recorded by DAS and has344

a major effect on the amplitude. Because c varies generally smoothly, its effect on345

the phase of the signal is muted; which explains the success of previous travel-346

time based analyses, using both local and teleseismic earthquakes or ambient347

seismic field directly with DAS strain recordings[19, 33]. Because body waves have348

almost no dispersion, DAS measurements allows measurement of their travel-times349

directly from strain records [34].350

Eq. 2 can be used to retrieve the phase velocity of the fundamental Rayleigh351

wave (cR0 ) if both vx (from a velocimeter) and εxx (from DAS) measurements are352

available at a site [e.g., 19]. The particle velocity of the fundamental Rayleigh mode353

is calculated by applying the transformation vx = cR0εxx to DAS measurements354

[16, 19]; however, by doing so, it is important to keep in mind that we artificially en-355

hance the contribution of the Rayleigh mode compared to amplitudes measured by356

a traditional velocity sensor. Other factors such as the gauge length, the angle of357

incidence of the wavefield, and the coupling of the fiber with the ground may also358

influence the amplitude.359

We can compare DAS and velocimeter measurements (Fig. S5) by convert-360

ing strain to particle velocity using a theoretical Rayleigh phase dispersion curve361

obtained from the velocity model showed in Fig. S2. This comparison is conducted362

for both ambient seismic field and earthquake waveforms in both time and spectral363

domains with reference to velocimeter AC07. The ambient seismic field is recorded364

at one of the closest channels to station AC07 (channel 70, which is ∼30 m dis-365
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tant) while the earthquake (2017-10-08 01:40:15, Md 2.8, 36.847◦N 121.577◦W,366

next to Hollister, CA) is recorded at channel 185 with orientation closer to the wave367

propagation direction. Channel 185 is located on Via Ortega Drive but is orthog-368

onal to the direction of the road (parallel to Via Pueblo; orange dot in Fig. 1). To369

facilitate the comparison, waveforms of the horizontal components of the station370

AC07 were corrected for instrument response and rotated according to the fiber371

orientation. DAS clearly records the ambient seismic field and earthquake wave-372

forms with comparable phase and amplitude to the seismometer. Although the373

signal to noise ratio of DAS is lower than conventional broadband sensors, small374

transient signals (i.e., nearby vehicles) of small amplitude can be recorded with a375

single channel, as observed around 30 s time lag in Fig. S5A.376

Computing the H/V spectral ratio with DAS377

In its simplest form, the H/V spectral ratio is the square root of the ratio of the378

spectral energy components of a tri-axial ground-motion sensor [35]:379

H
V
(x, ω) =

√
E1(x, ω) + E2(x, ω)

E3(x, ω)
; (3)

where indices 1 and 2 stand for the horizontal components, index 3 stands for the380

vertical component and ω is the angular frequency. Under a diffuse field assump-381

tion, Perton et al. [21] showed that the spectral energy (Ei(x, ω)) can be computed382

from the average auto-correlation of the wavefield components and is proportional383

to the imaginary parts of the Green’s function:384

Ei(x, ω) =
〈
vi(x, ω)v∗i (x, ω)

〉
∝ −ωIm

[
Gii(x, x, ω)

]
; (4)

where vi(x, ω) is the velocity field in direction i at a point x, the ∗ denotes the com-385

plex conjugate operator and the brackets 〈·〉 denote averaging over time. In the fre-386

quency domain, the product vi(x, ω)v∗i (x, ω) equals the auto-correlation in the time387

domain. In the last term of eq. 4, Im[·] indicates the imaginary part and Gii(x, x, ω)388

is the displacement Green’s function due to the application of a unit point force in389

the direction i at a location x. This equation (eq. 4) is the same used for classic390

ambient seismic field correlations [36], but for the special case where the source391

and receiver are co-located.392

Within this framework, Sánchez-Sesma et al. [3] proposed a theoretical de-

scription of the H/V spectral ratio and suggested that it could be directly computed
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in terms of the ratio of the imaginary part of the Green’s functions as:

H
V
(x, ω) =

√√
Im

[
G11(x, x, ω) + G22(x, x, ω)

]
Im

[
G33(x, x, ω)

] . (5)

DAS measurements only describe the component of motion along the fiber, which

prevents the use of eq. 3; however, under the diffuse field assumption, and in the

absence of strong horizontal heterogeneity or lateral anisotropy, the horizontal

spectral energies should be equal regardless of their orientation [21]. Therefore,

eq. 5 can be simplified as:

H
V
(x, ω) =

√
2Im(G11(x, x, ω))
Im(G33(x, x, ω))

; (6)

where the horizontal DAS measurement is used for the numerator. Because the393

vertical component of motion is expected to be relatively insensitive to the local394

site conditions [e.g., 19, 37], especially for a spatially limited region, the vertical395

component of a nearby velocimeter is used as the denominator in eq. 6. If both396

DAS and velocimeter recordings share same units (i.e., after conversion to veloc-397

ity) the D-HVSR can be computed as in eq. 1. These set of equations are only398

valid when the seismic wave field is equipartitioned, that is, all the incident waves399

have the same energies [38]. As this assumption is unlikely to be true, the equipar-400

titioning of the seismic wavefield must be enhanced through signal processing, just401

as for traditional ambient seismic field cross-correlation [39].402

Computing the Green’s functions403

As in Spica et al. [22], we first remove the contribution of non-stationary sources404

such as transients and small earthquakes by applying a running absolute mean405

normalization in the time domain. We then apply spectral whitening, which cor-406

responds to source deconvolution. Because several sources can act in different407

frequency bands and with different energy for the horizontal or the vertical com-408

ponent (Fig. S4), the operation consists of normalizing the signals by the source409

energies computed in each time window and across several frequency bands. It410

is computed as: ṽi(x, ω) = vi(x, ω)/
√

2|vDAS
hori.
(x,∆ω)|2 + |vvelo.vert . (x,∆ω)|2; where ∆ω411

is a frequency band of 0.7 Hz width centered on ω. Here, the particle velocity is412

taken in each time window as vx(ω) = cR0 (ω)εxx(ω) with cR0 (ω) being the reference413

dispersion curve for central campus. To remove only the spectral envelope, the414

bandwidth has to be much larger than the oscillations in the spectra (Fig. 2) and415

because the DAS and velocimeter channels are not co-located, the time window416
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should be large enough to allow the effect of sources to pass across the array.417

In this experiment the time window was set to 20s with an overlap of 80%. Both418

the running absolute mean normalization and the whitening tends to equalize the419

spectral energies and enhance the equipartitioning. It is an essential component of420

the data processing that also tends to reduce the gap in sensitivity between DAS421

and velocimeter measurements. In that sense, the processing we apply to the data422

is substantially different than other studies that compute H/V spectral ratio following423

Nakamura [2].424

Rayleigh-wave interferometry425

We apply passive Rayleigh-wave interferometry to the DAS channels along426

Via Ortega using one year of continuous data starting from early September 2016427

[20]. Only a collinear sub-array is used for interferometry because that virtual source428

configuration is expected to yield Rayleigh waves [29]. We apply cross-correlation429

of ambient seismic field with minimal preprocessing. We window of continuous sig-430

nal into five minute intervals with 50% overlap, band-passed filter from 0.5-24 Hz,431

perform a 1-bit normalization, and then stack hourly cross-correlations. After sav-432

ing each hour’s average cross-correlations throughout the week, we normalized433

them by their L1 norms and stack them for each month, yielding a series of virtual-434

source response estimates Martin et al. [20].435

Joint inversion and shallow VS estimates436

In eq. 5, the Im(Gii) components are associated with the shallow local struc-437

ture, which we approximate locally with a horizontally layered geometry having ma-438

terial properties (VS) that vary only with depth; however, the fundamental mode of439

the Rayleigh wave dominates the ambient seismic field (Fig. S4), the direct prob-440

lem used to compute the Im(Gii) should account this. Among the several methods441

that exist to compute these Im(Gii) under a diffuse field assumption [e.g., 5, 32,442

38, 40], we use the analytical representation proposed by García-Jerez et al. [40]443

because it allows us to modulate the contributions of the various waves. For ex-444

ample, we are able to compute the Im(Gii) considering only the first higher mode445

Rayleigh wave (no Love waves) along with body waves.446

It is well known that consideration of H/V solely at the surface is insufficient to447

characterize shallow properties uniquely due a trade-off between layer velocity and448

thickness that leads to a similar H/V curves [23, 41]. Additionally, the forward prob-449

lem is highly non-linear and depends on several uncorrelated parameters [23, 40].450
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We therefore better constrain the inversion by inverting jointly the phase dispersion451

curve and the D-HVSR observations using an existing VS velocity model from cen-452

tral campus (Fig. S2) as the starting model for the inversion. While the H/V spec-453

tral ratio is mainly sensitive to sharp impedance contrasts and vertical travel time, it454

has poor sensitivity to the absolute value of the velocities. On the other hand, dis-455

persion curves are only weakly sensitive to the depth of structural variations due to456

the broad sensitivity kernels of surface waves with depth, but they are highly sen-457

sitive to the absolute velocity of the medium. The complementary nature of these458

measurements makes it a powerful combination for subsurface characterization459

[22]. Details of the inversion scheme can be found in Piña-Flores et al. [23].460
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Supplementary Materials:486

Fig. S 1. Power spectral densities Power spectral density (PSD) function analysis for
different recording instruments at Stanford. PSD were computed following [42] and for
each instrument after conversion of their records to particle velocity. ODH-3 interogator
unit (A) shows a much more unstable pattern of records and much noisier than new gen-
eration of sensor ODH-4 (B). Due to the vicinity to the coast, the PSD of ground motion
at the microseismic peak is expected to be high, as is observed using the records of the
broadband seismometer AC07 (C). Black lines are the high-noise and low-noise model of
Peterson et al. [43].

Fig. S 2. Synthetic dispersion curve and starting velocity model. (A) synthetic dis-
persion curve obtained from velocity model in (B). (B) Average velocity model obtained
from spectral analysis of surface waves by Thomas et al. [25]. The lower half-space is
extrapolated with constant velocity.
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Fig. S 3. Joint inversion result for channel 85. (A) Dispersion curves. (B) D-HVSR.
(C) VS profile. Starting velocity model is shown in magenta. In all panels, lighter colors
(i.e., yellow) is associated with a lower misfit value.
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Fig. S 4. ω − kx diagrams for strain and velocity. (A) strain ω − kx diagram. (B) ve-
locity ω − kx diagram. Both diagrams are obtained by simulating the wave propagation
with the Discrete Wave Number method using velocity model shown in Fig. 2. The color
scale is logarithmic and light colors correspond to higher energies. R0 and R1 indicate the
fundamental and first higher mode of the Rayleigh wave, respectively. P is the P-wave.
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Fig. S 5. Velocity-converted waveforms. Velocity-converted waveforms from DAS
(black) and station AC07 (blue). DAS waveforms are converted from strain to velocity us-
ing eq. 2 and the geophone waveforms are corrected for instrument response and rotated
according to the orientation of the DAS measurement. (A) 60 seconds of ambient seismic
field recording (with DAS channel 70), bandpass filtered between 0.8 and 8 Hz. (B) Am-
plitude spectra of the unfiltered waveforms shown in A. (C) Md 2.8 earthquake (recorded
with DAS channel 185), bandpass filtered between 0.8 and 8 Hz. (D) Amplitude spectra
of the unfiltered waveforms shown in C. The velocity waveforms computed from strain are
comparable in amplitude and shape to those of the velocimeter station.
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